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“We, the youth, locals, and community members of Omkoi are ready to stand up to fight and say ‘no’ to the coal mine that will [contribute to] climate change, and [cause] the lands and lifestyles we’ve passed down from our ancestors to disappear.”

—Pornchita Fahpratanprai, youth Omkoi climate activist
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A coal mining company, 99 Thuwanon Co. Ltd., spent more than 20 years planning a lignite mining project near Kabeudin Village, a Karen community in the remote mountains of the Omkoi District of Chiang Mai Province, Thailand. The village has been secluded from the modern world, high up in the mountains, for 300 years. The Karen community is completely self-sustaining, practicing subsistence farming, sharing resources, and practicing their own cultural and spiritual life.

A proposed open-pit lignite mine threatens the village. Not only would the community lose farmland to the mine, but the mine would also contaminate local water sources, pollute the air, and threaten the health and traditional way of life for multiple area communities. The Kabeudin community only learned about the mining project in April of 2019, when the local government announced that it had nearly completed the process to grant the concession. Since then, the community has organized to lead a resistance process against the mine. Their efforts have been heavily repressed; some of the youth leaders have been criminalized.

The climate crisis requires a transition away from fossil fuels to achieve the goals articulated by the Paris Agreement. The latest report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the United Nations body that assesses the science related to climate change, calls on countries to deeply reduce their emissions in the coming decades to prevent the worst effects of the climate crisis. Coal is the fossil fuel that has contributed the most to global climate change. The burning of coal accounts for 46 percent of carbon dioxide emissions worldwide and 72 percent of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the electricity sector. The urgency of the climate crisis demands that countries such as Thailand commit to phasing out coal and not building any new coal plants. The Kabeudin community in the Omkoi district of Chiang Mai is on the frontlines of the climate crisis and is leading this call.
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The Karen People of Kabeudin Village

The Indigenous population of Thailand is estimated to be around 5 million people or about 7.2 percent of the country’s total population. Each Indigenous community has its language, culture, and belief system—all of which are different from those of the Thai people. Even though the Karen people constitute the biggest ethnic minority group in Thailand (about 500,000 people), the Thai state has never recognized their rights to their ancestral lands or their status as an Indigenous group. Since 1959, the Thai government has officially used the derogatory term “hill-tribe” to denote the Indigenous community as wild, uncivilized forest dwellers. According to a member of the Karen community, who is an activist with IPF and has worked on environmental and Indigenous issues, the word “hill” in Thai has a double meaning, referring both to a “hill” and “other” (meaning outsider).

Like other Indigenous communities, the Karen peoples’ “land is part of their identity, and most of their livelihood comes from the land they cultivate and from the surrounding forests.” Karen villages usually consist of bamboo houses, and most community members are subsistence farmers. Farmland in the Kabeudin village belongs to no one. The land is a collective space for the community to cultivate. The Karen peoples’ council protects the forest area designated for general usage. For example, before villagers cut down any trees to collect wood for new houses.
The coal mining company, 99 Thuwanon Co. Ltd., applied for a concession to mine the land in the Omkoi district in the year 2000. In 1987, the company attempted to buy land in Kabeudin from local villagers. Although villagers do not have title to the land, they have lived there for generations. When some villagers refused to sell, the company threatened them, telling them to take the money and leave, or they would be prosecuted for living in a national preservation area. Thirteen people were ultimately forced to sell their land. The company used the fact that the villagers lack title to the land as a leverage point.

Between 2008 and 2011, the mining company surveyed the land for coal and in 2010 hired Top Class Consultant Co., Ltd. to produce an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report. In 2011, the Office of Policy and Planning accepted the report as presented to its expert committee. Because the land was farmland, no villagers were evicted from their homes or forced to move. Since the company did not begin operations at that time, the villagers continued to use this land without interruption or knowledge of the proposed project. The Kabeudin community first became aware that their land was the target of this project in 2019. At that time, the company went to the village and told the members of the Kabeudin community to leave due to the start of the extractive activities.

The information about the mining operation was shared on a Facebook page called Omkoi Watch in April of 2019. Since the announcement, community and civil society groups have united against the coal mining company. Civil society groups in particular have pushed to have access to this land without interruption or knowledge of the proposed project.
to the EIA and share that information with the community. For example, according to the EIA, the coal-generated by this project will primarily be used to fuel a Lampang Province cement plant for Siam Cement Group, PCL. The Lampang Province cement plan is projected to only operate for six years. The EIA explicitly states that the mining operation will inevitably have a long-term geological impact at the project site but does not provide any information about those long-term consequences.

The Office of Natural Resources approved the EIA 10 years ago, but the local community was not made aware of this at the time. According to Thai law, the company is required to inform the community of what is in the EIA. The company must hold two public consultations with the community before the EIA process can be complete. During the first meeting within the EIA process, the company should address the potential consequences of the project. The second meeting must provide information relating to the company’s actions to remediate the consequences identified in the first meeting. Only at this point after the developer and consultant have shared information about the project, can the developer seek input from the community. However, in this case, the company appears to have only consulted with and obtained approval from the local village head - who in turn did not share this information with the community.

After the EIA Report is approved, there are additional public hearing requirements concerning the project approval and permitting processes. In this case, the Department of Primary Industry and Mines is the agency responsible for issuing a mining permit to allow this project to move forward. Under this process, the DPIM scheduled a public hearing to be held in September 2019. Due to community organizing, greater access to information about the project and the environmental impact of coal mining (provided by civil society), many community members are protesting the mining project. Two thousand people from Kabeudin and surrounding Omkoi villages protested this public hearing and impeded its continuation.

The flawed EIA the company is using to push the concession forward is now a decade old, contains misleading or incorrect information, and was completed without community input. The civil society coalition supporting the community is pushing for a new EIA to provide greater information about how the company will remediate the extractive project’s environmental consequences. According to an attorney with EnLAW, the coal company is insistent that the original EIA is adequate.

The locals consider the Omkoi coal mine to be a threat to the entire Karen community of Kabeudin. The proposed mining area covers 284.3 rai, including a vast farming area of Kabeudin village (the community will lose at least 40 plots of farmland). Additionally, the mining operation will require the transport of coal through at least six communities. The projected environmental effects of coal transportation include air pollution, water contamination, biodiversity loss, and destruction or severe limitation of livelihoods of people living in and nearby the mining area. A youth leader of the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network stated that the community is concerned with the pollution of water sources from extractive minerals, increase in dust from unpaved roads, and environmental impact in their agricultural production.
If permitted to move forward, the Omkoi coal mine would have dire consequences for the community’s water sources. The Pha Khao Creek and the Mae Ang Khang Creek join together in the middle of the projected mining site, both of which will have to be diverted for coal extraction.\(^{50}\) It is estimated that up to 380,000 liters of water will be used per day to wash the coal minerals before they are transported away, which will likely cause a water shortage for local farmers and Indigenous communities currently relying on the creeks.\(^{51}\) Omkoi is “tomatoland,” and growing tomatoes requires a significant amount of water. The Karen community is concerned that when the coal company diverts their water source, they will be unable to grow tomatoes, losing a key source of income.\(^{52}\) Area creeks are currently used by Karen people for drinking water and agriculture. It was not until after the EIA had been released that the community learned about the creek diversion.\(^{53}\) The coal mine could result in the pollution of mountain water sources and would flow downstream to more communities relying on the creeks. The pollution from the coal mine is likely to affect a range of communities, not just Indigenous people located in higher altitudes of the mountain.\(^{54}\)

The villagers are also concerned about lead, arsenic, and mercury from the coal mine polluting their water sources and eventually their plants and crops while harming animals and people who rely on the water there.\(^{55}\) Coal pollutants “can travel long distances before being deposited in soil or water.”\(^{56}\) Air pollution is not limited in scope; it travels with prevailing weather conditions and affects a much larger area.\(^{57}\) The proposed mining area is on a high mountain, which will mean the air pollution — dust and exhaust — will have a significantly greater reach.\(^{58}\) Tanakrit Thongfa, the Mekong campaign assistant for EarthRights, has indicated that if the project moves forward, the community will lose access to clean water — and as a result, their farmland. He estimates that approximately 90 percent of the villagers that live in the community would be affected by the mining.\(^{59}\) As a member of the Karen community, he knows that “if the land is lost, their tradition is lost.”\(^{60}\)

If the coal mining project is approved, the village will have no land to plant crops, which is their greatest source of food and income. The lack of access to clean water will lead to negative health effects for the community.\(^{61}\) According to a member of Greenpeace Thailand, if the coal mining company takes over the land in Omkoi, at least 18 families will be affected, contradicting the EIA’s statement that it will only directly affect nine families.\(^{62}\) Some of these families depend entirely on subsistence farming on their land. The pollution of their water and land will lead to food insecurity since many will lose their ability to grow their food and will have to start buying food at the market if the coal mine is approved.\(^{63}\) Without this farmland, some families will lose their main food supply (rice) as well as their income source (selling leftover food at the market).\(^{64}\)

Omkoi activists are further concerned about the broader impacts of the mining project: the long-term effects on the environment and global climate change.\(^{65}\) The EIA states that “none of the Project’s activities can impose significant change on the concerned components and the climate itself.”\(^{66}\) However, this conclusion ignores the overall life-cycle impact this type of fossil fuel project has
A youth leader in Kabeudin village stated that “during 2000 and 2001, a mysterious group of people had come in to buy property from [Kabeudin] locals without making any clear statements about what they intend to do with it. The story had quieted down until May 2019, until rumors about a coal mining project spread through word of mouth.” Although the community did not learn any of the details, locals found out that the coal mining operation would span roughly 45 hectares (111 acres) and had been approved by the government in 2011. News of the project spread across Omkoi district and Chiang Mai province. The youth leader stated that the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network began forming around two years ago. It comprises Kabeudin villagers and people from other cities working to gather and spread information about the coal mine. Today, the coalition has grown substantially, with numerous NGOs and civil societies bringing their expertise and resources to support the community’s opposition and struggle for substantive public input and consultation. The coalition consists of more than 15 local community groups and civil society organizations that have banded together to fight this mining project.

The global climate crisis requires the immediate phase-out of coal. Because coal is the most carbon-intensive fossil fuel, phasing it out is a key step to achieve the emissions reductions needed to limit global warming. Coal needs to be effectively phased out by 2040 for countries to limit global warming temperatures to 1.5°C, as enshrined in the Paris Agreement. Non-OECD countries in Asia, such as Thailand, should phase out coal by 2037 to continue upholding their climate commitments. In August 2021, COP26 President Alok Sharma called on countries to agree to the phase-out of coal. While the world is agreeing on a date for the end of the use of coal, Thailand should not be approving new coal projects such as Omkoi and delaying urgent climate action.

The Community Speaks Out: Protests and the Coalition

A youth leader in Kabeudin village stated that “during 2000 and 2001, a mysterious group of people had come in to buy property from [Kabeudin] locals without making any clear statements about what they intend to do with it. The story had quieted down until May 2019, until rumors about a coal mining project spread through word of mouth.” Although the community did not learn any of the details, locals found out that the coal mining operation would span roughly 45 hectares (111 acres) and had been approved by the government in 2011. News of the project spread across Omkoi district and Chiang Mai province. The youth leader stated that the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network began forming around two years ago. It comprises Kabeudin villagers and people from other cities working to gather and spread information about the coal mine. Today, the coalition has grown substantially, with numerous NGOs and civil societies bringing their expertise and resources to support the community’s opposition and struggle for substantive public input and consultation. The coalition consists of more than 15 local community groups and civil society organizations that have banded together to fight this mining project.
In May of 2019, the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network submitted a letter to the Omkoi District Chief requesting suspension of the coal mine concession process. In September 2019, about 2,000 Omkoi residents marched to the District Office and held a peaceful assembly to express their opposition to the coal mine. The Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network opposes the mining project because of the defects in the EIA report, lack of a transparent consultation process with the community, and profound environmental and human consequences if the mining operation continues. The mining project will continue to face opposition from people who will be potentially affected by its consequences. The youth leader stated that “locals and community members of Omkoi are ready to stand up to fight and say no to the coal mine that will [contribute] to climate change, and [cause] the lands and lifestyles we’ve passed down from our ancestors to disappear.”

The Omkoi residents who had organized against the mining project are facing intimidation and threats from government authorities. Thuwanon Co., Ltd. has charged seven protesters with defamation. The police are currently investigating those charges.

The researcher who first posted information online on the Omkoi Watch Facebook page about the mining project was charged because he used the company name on social media. Two Indigenous human rights defenders from nearby villages were charged because they gathered and disseminated anti-coal mine information. Both men denied the accusations, explaining that their speech was an “expression of rights and freedoms as it is written in the Thai Constitution.” On November 12, 2019, the Indigenous human rights defenders, their lawyers, and witnesses met with investigating officers. They denied the charges against them and offered additional information in writing.

The remaining defamation charges were brought against four university students from Chiang Mai after they went to the village and posted photos on Facebook in opposition to the mining project.

The community wants to stop the project or to have a new, more complete, and accurate EIA conducted before the project moves forward. However, they face significant obstacles in voicing their opposition and being heard without the fear of retaliation. A youth leader of the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network expressed the community’s concerns about the police attending events, armed with handguns on their belts while they provide security. Additionally, government agents and law enforcement have been presumably appearing in the village undercover, dressed in plain clothing. The community has been able to manage the risks and plan for ways to ensure their security. Coalition members provide security during protests to ensure there is no violence, providing around 20 guards per 100 protestors, trained by the coalition to ensure peaceful protests.

However, community members, particularly parents and guardians, are still concerned about the community’s youth being targeted if their name is known and associated with opposition to the mining project through online posts or articles, or on television. Tanakrit Thongfa notes that although the criminal cases brought against the youth activists will not result in jail time, they will face fines for their activism. The purpose of a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation (SLAPP) is to scare, intimidate, and suppress public participation. In this regard, the retaliation has been successful: the Omkoi Watch group has been less active since the defamation charges were filed, and all seven of those activists who were charged are no longer active in the protests.

A youth community leader claims that while the village is concerned with the effect of the cases, various organizations within the coalition helped ease their worries with support, education, and legal advice on ways to minimize legal risks. Finally, she stated that regardless of retaliation, “the goal is still the same; the village wants to spread awareness of the project’s devastating consequences outside of Thailand to gain wider support against the coal mine.”

Community Organizers Get SLAPPed
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The researcher who first posted information online on the Omkoi Watch Facebook page about the mining project was charged because he used the company name on social media. Two Indigenous human rights defenders from nearby villages were charged because they gathered and disseminated anti-coal mine information. Both men denied the accusations, explaining that their speech was an “expression of rights and freedoms as it is written in the Thai Constitution.” On November 12, 2019, the Indigenous human rights defenders, their lawyers, and witnesses met with investigating officers. They denied the charges against them and offered additional information in writing.

The remaining defamation charges were brought against four university students from Chiang Mai after they went to the village and posted photos on Facebook in opposition to the mining project.

The community wants to stop the project or to have a new, more complete, and accurate EIA conducted before the project moves forward. However, they face significant obstacles in voicing their opposition and being heard without the fear of retaliation. A youth leader of the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network expressed the community’s concerns about the police attending events, armed with handguns on their belts while they provide security. Additionally, government agents and law enforcement have been presumably appearing in the village undercover, dressed in plain clothing. The community has been able to manage the risks and plan for ways to ensure their security.

Coalition members provide security during protests to ensure there is no violence, providing around 20 guards per 100 protestors, trained by the coalition to ensure peaceful protests.

However, community members, particularly parents and guardians, are still concerned about the community’s youth being targeted if their name is known and associated with opposition to the mining project through online posts or articles, or on television. Tanakrit Thongfa notes that although the criminal cases brought against the youth activists will not result in jail time, they will face fines for their activism. The purpose of a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation (SLAPP) is to scare, intimidate, and suppress public participation. In this regard, the retaliation has been successful: the Omkoi Watch group has been less active since the defamation charges were filed, and all seven of those activists who were charged are no longer active in the protests.

A youth community leader claims that while the village is concerned with the effect of the cases, various organizations within the coalition helped ease their worries with support, education, and legal advice on ways to minimize legal risks. Finally, she stated that regardless of retaliation, “the goal is still the same; the village wants to spread awareness of the project’s devastating consequences outside of Thailand to gain wider support against the coal mine.”
Indigenous peoples in Thailand, such as the Karen, occupy a precarious place within Thai society and law. The lives and livelihood of Karen communities living in Kabeudin Village will be undermined if the mining project moves forward. Because Indigenous communities disproportionately lack citizenship and land rights, they are especially vulnerable to having their traditions, lives, and means of support disrupted by the state and private companies. While the Nationality Act (1965) establishes the terms of how Thai citizenship is acquired, the requirement that a parent has established citizenship to pass on citizenship at birth means that a significant percentage of the Indigenous population lacks Thai citizenship. The provision of non-Thai citizen ID cards affords some rights but not land tenure.

Indigenous communities’ disproportionate lack of citizenship violates their rights to nationality and nondiscrimination. The right to nationality has been described as “the right to have rights." Without citizenship and legal and political recognition by the state, entire peoples are left vulnerable to the whims and interests of the state and other powerful actors. International law protects people’s right to nationality, most especially the freedom from discrimination in the recognition of citizenship.

Thailand voted in support of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which mandates that governments “recognize, respect and protect the rights of Indigenous people,” yet Thailand does not officially recognize the existence of Indigenous people in the country. Rather, the government labels them ethnic minorities. The state claims them to be Chinese immigrants even though archaeological research and evidence have shown “these Indigenous peoples have lived in this region for hundreds of years.” Even so, rights should not be contingent on citizenship, “and human rights treaties and other instruments intentionally do not limit rights protection to citizens.” Furthermore, Thailand’s constitution declares that “the State should promote and provide protection for different ethnic groups to have the right to live in the society according to the traditional culture, custom, and ways of life on a voluntary basis, peacefully and without interference.”

The Thai constitution also explicitly sets out the right of the people to information and public data. However, the Karen community’s ability to access public information and data is inhibited by significant structural and legal barriers. For example, the physical distance of the community from the district office where the government posts public notices undermines access to information.
The inability of many of the Karen people to speak Thai means the obligation to inform and consult can be nullified by a failure to make key information available in the local language.\textsuperscript{111} Even knowing that Karen is an oral language and only the younger generations know Thai, the government does not provide translations.\textsuperscript{112} For example, when the government declared protected areas where Karen communities have lived for generations, notice was posted at the administrative district office in Thai.\textsuperscript{113} The announcement stated that villagers needed to self-report if they lived within the posted boundaries; however, the district office could be a two-hour car ride way, and the notice was in a language the villagers could not read.\textsuperscript{114} Villagers were never informed that the information existed and therefore did not know that their land had been folded into a protected area.\textsuperscript{115} This seriously restricts the Karen community’s ability to enjoy their right to information and participate in government processes.\textsuperscript{116}

Lack of Land Rights

Lack of recognized land title of villagers in Kabeudin village is another factor making villagers vulnerable to silencing and rights violations. Between the lack of land title due to lack of citizenship and the designation of their ancestral lands as conservation areas, less than 10 percent of people in Omkoi have a land title.\textsuperscript{117} One source working with the Karen Studies and Development Centre says that although Karen people have lived in the northern mountains of present-day Thailand for generations, “the right to their traditional land is not recognized.”\textsuperscript{118} The government has forced these local communities to relocate from their ancestral land by creating policies to increase “the area of forest in the country.”\textsuperscript{119} The government is aware of the conflict between law and Indigenous community rights “but still intends to retain these laws and [restrict] the villagers’ use of natural resources under its control.”\textsuperscript{120} The Centre for the Protection & Revival of Local Community Rights (CPCR) says that while Omkoi district has the largest Karen population in Thailand, most of the district has been turned into conservation areas by the government, meaning that the government can come in and evict villagers as it pleases.\textsuperscript{121} For example, in the northern region of Thailand,
approximately 70 million rai are conserved, equating to 4,000 villages or 3 million people. According to a youth leader of the Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network, the entire village – with all of its farmland – is protected land.

Various pieces of legislation affect the land ownership and use rights of Indigenous communities, with a cumulative effect of creating land insecurity and lack of legal recourse for preserving their livelihood and ways of life. Land with a slope greater than 35 degrees has been designated state-owned forest parkland, which is governed by four forest preservation laws. As a result, most mountainous areas are part of the forest, park, or conservation land where the government retains all rights and can grant concessions or licenses to industry for specific use (such as mining). The laws authorize the government to declare preservation areas without local people’s input or consent. If there is a private title, the Thai government has the authority to “exchange” land; the government can take privately owned plots of land in exchange for a different plot of land. Private owners have no say in the exchange.

This leaves Indigenous communities, like the Karen people in Kabeudin village, in danger of being forced off their land at any moment. Elsewhere in the country, Karen people have been subjected to forced evictions and worse. Over the last 10 years, there have been “attacks and renewed harassment of the Indigenous Karen peoples in the Kaeng Krachan Forest Complex (KKFC) by officials of the National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department.” In 2011, the Thai government nominated KKFC and the surrounding land to be declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, but failed to mention in its submission “the Indigenous Karen peoples who have inhabited the forest for centuries, long before the Government started to declare the area as protected for conservation in the 1980s.”

In May 2011, a Karen community’s belongings — including historical and spiritual artifacts and traditional dress — were confiscated. Their village, which consisted of 98 homes, multiple rice barns, and farmland, was burned down. Shortly after, the then-chief of KKNP accused a Karen community of being “a group of minorities who committed encroachment” and “ordered the demolition and destruction of villagers’
As a result, in June of 2011, farmland and 21 homes were burned while knives, fishing nets, and musical instruments were seized. Additionally, since 2014, the situation for Indigenous communities throughout Thailand has gotten worse as the military vowed to “take back the forest.” Evictions from their ancestral forest, now part of KKFC, is one of the biggest threats presently facing around 30 Karen communities.

The lack of legal recognition of land use rights makes Karen communities vulnerable to intimidation and forceful evictions. When the mining company first approached village leaders in 1987, they intimidated and threatened 13 villagers into selling their rice paddy land. The villagers knew if they did not sell, the land could still be taken from them and they would have little to no recourse. The villagers could not even expand to other nearby tracts of land because all the surrounding lands are conservation areas, and policies forbid it.

The Karen people in Thailand have been involuntarily removed from forest preserves and relocated to uncultivable land without a supportive plan from the state due to such forest conservation policies in concert with concessions for extractive industries. This has led to many Indigenous peoples moving to urban areas in search of nonagricultural work, a reality that has led to young Indigenous girls ending up in sex work.

Karen villagers relocated from their ancestral lands cannot speak Thai; without money or agricultural lands, they arrive in the city and cannot find other jobs. If they return to their homes, they are at threat of having their homes and fields burned again.

All this has occurred even though community and group rights are recognized under the constitution and national laws. Ethnic communities' rights to use natural resources are also recognized in the Thai constitution. While cabinet resolutions provide additional recognition of Indigenous communities' rights, they fail to precisely define the scope of those rights. As a result, forest and land laws are often upheld over community rights.

In 2019, the Thai government passed and amended the nation's forestry laws to attempt “to resolve the long-standing land conflict between communities and the state in the protected areas by documenting and demarcating community land use and traditional livelihood practices outside the forest areas.” However, the National Park Law “in particular will impose stricter penalties and further limit the rights of farmers and Indigenous Peoples.” As of February 2019, “issues related to land distribution and access to land among the Karen communities who have been relocated remain unresolved.”

EIA and Extractive Industry Projects

This lack of land rights makes the laws governing EIA and the obligation to consult affected communities that much more important. These statutory obligations are key protections and entitlements for Karen communities, protecting their right to have a say in how their communal lands are developed and to push back against forest conservation policies and extractive industries that are forcing Indigenous people away from their ancestral land. The failure of the mining company and EIA consultants to provide information and seek real input from Kabeudin villagers about the mining concession undermined one of the key legal mechanisms through which Indigenous communities can be heard. The UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights, following a visit to Thailand, found that lack of consultation for large-scale industrial projects along with such projects’ adverse environmental and health effects and forced evictions were the most frequent complaints.

In Thailand, the Department of Primary Industries and Mines (DPIM) is responsible for supervising the mining industry and “providing safety and pollution-control requirements in compliance with the Minerals Act.” The act aims to “protect public safety and health” and to “mitigate impacts on ecosystems or preserve the quality of the environment” if the damage is caused by the
The Thai constitution requires the state to undertake environmental assessments and to involve and inform the public. Mining companies such as 99 Thuwanon must prepare an EIA and consult with local communities like Kabeudin Village. The EIA must comply with the rules and procedures imposed by the Office of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy and Planning. It is now required for there to be at least two consultations for the EIA: the first one consulting with people in the village about potential consequences of the project in general, and to better capture how the land is used; the second on how the company is going to mitigate those consequences.

While the EIA process requires consultation with the affected community, in many cases the communities are still not consulted and are unaware of the full impact of the projects being proposed. This is exemplified by the EIA process in Kabeudin Village. The villagers were not informed, took no part in the consultation process to determine the consequences of the project, and had no input into ways to mitigate those consequences. When the EIA was produced by the consultation company sometime in 2010 or 2011, the Omkoi mining project was put forth to former Kabeudin Village leaders as a development project that would bring new roads, infrastructure, and electricity to the community. Only when the EIA was released in 2019, and outside nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) came in, did community members learn that the project’s consequences included the diversion of their main waterway — which would destroy their agricultural livelihood.

The EIA claims that the coal mine will create significant economic benefits for the local community, including “boosting employment, mining taxes, and other national interests.” In reality, 90 percent of the villagers’ land would be affected. Seventy percent would be directly affected (through loss of land, diversion of water resources, etc.) based on just the mining area alone, and the other 20 percent would be affected by secondary pollution such as water, air, dust, and noise pollution and impacts from transportation. While the EIA failed to fully elucidate the potential environmental impacts of the proposed mining project, lignite mining has known environmental effects including deforestation, degradation of the environment, and heavy metal contamination, which can lead to health risks including various cancers, kidney, liver, lung, and bone disease.

Despite the cultural and spiritual significance of the forest and land itself to the Karen people, the EIA says the projected site does not have any historical or archeological value “which warrants preservation for study purposes.” In actuality, the Karen villagers will lose the heart of their spirituality if they lose the forest. Their spiritual life is based on the spirits of the natural world, in the forest and the water. The Karen perform their ceremonies on their sacred land to connect life, death, and their crops. The EIA fails to account for the actual consequences of the mining project because the company and consultants carrying out the EIA did not engage villagers or attempt to capture the full harm of the project.
Although 99 Thuwanon Company Ltd. provided documents to one or two prior community leaders, the community itself was not informed of the project, let alone consulted. It is a known issue that public stakeholders are sometimes “paid to take part in the process and present a particular view.” Many community members in Omkoi suspect the community leader that provided his support was bought off by the company. That community leader no longer leads the community.

The Omkoi Anti-Coal Mine Network and other Karen community members are opposed to the mining project and are calling attention to the procedural and substantive deficiencies in the EIA report and the lack of a transparent consultation process with the community. Procedurally, the EIA raises concerns because it is based on outdated data, was only performed with the consultation of a former village leader who did not reflect the desires of villagers, and contained discrepancies in signatures (duplicates, minors, illiterate persons). Furthermore, EIA public hearings are known to be one-way: Only the company talks, villagers are not given a chance to speak, and no translation is made available.

Substantively, the EIA contained errors and vague conclusions, and it did not consider the full ramifications of the development project on the local community. The EIA, for example, was vague on the consequences of the waterway diversion required for the mine, only examined the possible land consequences for a three-kilometer radius from the mine location — without considering the effects on the seven villages downstream, or for homes and villages along the transportation routes, and the signatures it includes from their village consultations 20 years ago include signatures of people who were illiterate or as young as five years old, pointing to evidence of falsifying signatures. EIAs are compiled by private consultants who are contracted by the corporation that is looking to do the project. While the use of independent consulting firms is required by regulation to foster independence, because they are paid by the project developer, the degree to which the consultant company is truly independent is debated. Private consulting companies are reportedly only paid if the EIA gets approved, encouraging the skewing of data, promotion of misinformation, and lack of transparency and in-depth reporting of all potential consequences of development projects.

A coalition of Omkoi community members and civil society is pushing back on the legality and validity of the EIA. The state considers the company to have completed the first consultation during the scoping process of the EIA conducted between 2010 and 2011. The second required consultation that was to be held in the village by the DPIM was postponed due to unprecedented community opposition. The company has now sued the government in administrative court due to the delay in rescheduling the public hearing. In other instances, communities with the backing of NGOs have been successful in challenging the EIAs and shutting down fossil fuel projects. The Kabeudin Village community in Omkoi and their coalition members are working and hoping for a similar outcome from their challenges to the EIA.
When Kabeudin community members took to the streets to speak out against being silenced and ignored, they were met with another set of legal tools aimed at silencing their voices and steamrolling over their concerns. In Thailand, these legal tools include laws against defamation, which industry and the government use to silence protesters. Despite a constitutional provision protecting the freedom of expression, the Criminal Code makes insulting or defaming a person, an official, a court, or a judge punishable by imprisonment and monetary fines. Laws can be enforced by the state — the prosecutor’s office — or by private individuals or entities. Criminal defamation is defined very broadly by these laws and has been widely used to prosecute Indigenous community members, activists, and human rights defenders, by both the state and private companies.

Freedom of expression, association, and assembly may be guaranteed by the constitution, but private companies, as well as government officials, have used civil and criminal laws, as well as emergency decrees to use the legal process to silence opposition. The Computer Crime Act of 2017 has been used to prosecute individuals for online speech criticizing the government. Additionally, SLAPP lawsuits are often filed by the government or companies in Thailand against members of the public to discourage them from speaking out against projects that are being implemented. “Thai authorities have also frequently retaliated against reporting of alleged rights abuses by filing lawsuits accusing critics of making false statements with the intent of damaging their reputation.”

Since the announcement in Omkoi of the mining license, local communities and Kabeudin community leaders have voiced opposition to the project. An Omkoi researcher was the first to break the news about the mining project in April 2019 on a Facebook site called Omkoi Watch. He faces criminal defamation charges filed by 99 Thuwanon Co., Ltd. Two Indigenous human rights defenders have also been charged for criminal defamation by 99 Thuwanon Co., Ltd., for gathering and disseminating anti-coal mine information. Both men denied the accusations. In addition, four university students from Chiang Mai are also facing criminal defamation charges for posting about the mining project and protests on social media, including Facebook and YouTube. The students attended the protests and posted images and videos from them on Facebook and YouTube; the company charged them for defaming their name by referring to the company on social media — the company also claims to have lost money because of these posts. These cases are currently ongoing and the accused face jail time for these charges. The students’ families in particular are quite concerned for their physical well-being and all of the accused have stopped participating in any protests. The defamation cases have had the intended chilling effect, scaring the individuals into silence and intimidating the entire community.

The silencing of opposition is, of course, what these SLAPP cases mean to accomplish. In this way, industry retaliates against local communities that dare to say no to their development projects, and those projects move forward without addressing the full environmental and human consequences. Because most of these extractive industry projects are in Indigenous lands, the pattern of lack of consultation, silencing, and retaliation continues and endangers the lives and livelihoods of an already vulnerable population.
The Karen people living in the Omkoi district have been treated as an obstacle to the proposed coal project. Their voices have been ignored and silenced. A set of legal and sociopolitical factors facilitate this marginalization and disempowerment. The Karen people have been the stewards of the land for generations and have the right to protect their territory and effectively participate in any decisions about it. Instead, their voices have been silenced and their rights have been violated. The development of the Omkoi mine threatens their livelihoods and their survival.

The current climate crisis requires countries to immediately phase out coal. Following COP26, the world is looking to policymakers and heads of state to adopt policies to avert the worst effects of the climate crisis. Scientists have warned that action must be taken immediately to meet the Paris agreement’s goal to keep the warming of the earth to 1.5 Celsius. Coal, the dirtiest of fossil fuels, should be immediately phased out. By continuing plans to develop the Omkoi mine, Thailand is delaying climate action and perpetuating a legacy of environmental injustice against Indigenous communities. As part of its Frontlines of Climate Justice campaign, EarthRights International calls for the following actions:

Governments and corporations should respect Indigenous peoples’ right to free, prior, and informed consent.

No projects should go forward on Indigenous lands without consent. In Thailand, the Kabeudin community was not consulted during the adoption of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). This is a common trend around the world where companies and governments prevent communities from exercising their right to participate in environmental decisions. Communities then must live with development-related harms to which they never consented. In the case of the Omkoi coal mine, the flawed EIA that has been used by the company is now a decade old, contains misleading and incorrect information and fraudulent signatures, and was completed without community input. The community is pushing for a new EIA. The new EIA should include a comprehensive and effective consultation with the affected communities, giving them an adequate opportunity to raise their concerns about how the project will impact the people, their livelihood, and their way of life.
Governments should respect the rights to freedom of assembly and association.

This includes refraining from bringing spurious charges against community members who oppose fossil fuels projects. Vague and oppressive defamation laws, national security legislation, and other similar laws that are being used to repress communities should be repealed or significantly amended. Because of their opposition to this climate-damaging project the Kabeudin community is facing increasing repression and violations of their rights to freedom of assembly and association. The leaders of the anti-mine protests have experienced harassment, surveillance, and even criminalization. Government authorities and the company have used civil and criminal laws to silence opposition to the mine and discourage community members from engaging in resistance. However, the community remains active in denouncing the impacts that the mine will have on their rights and territory. Thailand should adopt measures to protect individuals and organizations defending the environment, as in the case of the Kabeudin community, from SLAPP lawsuits from climate-damaging industries that aim to silence those on the frontlines of climate justice.
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